Dynamics of the GB3 loop regions from MD simulation: how much of it is real?
A total of 1.1 μs of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to study the structure and dynamics of protein GB3. The simulation motional amplitude of the loop regions is generally overestimated in comparison with the experimental backbone N-H order parameters S(2). Two-state behavior is observed for several residues in these regions, with the minor state population in the range of 3-13%. Further inspection suggests that the (φ, ψ) dihedral angles of the minor states deviate from the GB3 experimental values, implying the existence of nonnative states. After fitting the MD trajectories of these residues to the NMR RDCs, the minor state populations are significantly reduced by at least 80%, suggesting that MD simulations are strongly biased toward the minor states, thus overestimating the dynamics of the loop regions. The optimized trajectories produce intra, sequential H(N)-H(α) RDCs and intra (3)J(HNHα) that are not included in the trajectories fitting for these residues that are closer to the experimental data. Unlike GB3, 0.55 μs MD simulations of protein ubiquitin do not show distinctive minor states, and the derived NMR order parameters are better converged. Our findings indicate that the artifacts of the simulations depend on the specific system studied and that one should be cautious interpreting the enhanced dihedral dynamics from long MD simulations.